Technology has long played a key role in fostering UL’s commitment to public safety. Today, UL Standards – the standards development organization (SDO) within Underwriters Laboratories – has harnessed the power of an innovative online platform to provide real-time access to our Standards, raising global awareness on safety and ensuring transparency for stakeholders everywhere.

Open view for simple reference

Safe, secure and sustainable living and working environments rely on global standards that are relevant, effective and easily available. To provide broad access to standards and other documents in line with UL’s mission of working for a safer world, UL Standards created Digital View. Digital View offers an open-access view of the full library of UL Standards’ documents to any interested party, anytime, anywhere. Access is complimentary of charge with site registration to shopULstandards.com.

View current editions of standards and other documents

The Digital View functionality affords any global user simple access to the standards they need.

- Simple online registration is required to view UL Standards content. Organizations can register as many users as desired.*
- Users can read over 1,400 documents, including our most recent Standards.
- Access is view-only; users can scroll through documents one page at a time to review the most relevant sections.
- From the same site, users can purchase digital and print copies of the standards and other documents.
- Access is complimentary. Digital View is available as a function tab at shopULstandards.com.

*This information is premium content and it is important that UL Standards understands who is accessing our copyrighted content. Your information and user behavior are protected in compliance with GDPR and applicable privacy regulations. As an independent entity, Underwriters Laboratories Inc. will not sell or give your information to other companies, including certification companies. After registering, you agree to allow UL to contact you regarding the Standards you have viewed.

Businesses, regulatory, governmental bodies and other safety-focused groups can now find, reference and employ the entire UL Standards library with a few clicks of a mouse.
Accelerating safety and progress

With **Digital View**, organizations can quickly reference the important standards that impact their work.

- Manufacturers help ensure products in development follow the correct regulatory processes and avoid costly redesigns later.
- Businesses and government agencies can quickly check current, recognized safety requirements to help ensure compliance.
- Research and development professionals can streamline innovation and product development.
- Regulators have assurance that everyone can access the UL Standards that are referenced in requirements. The functionality and transparency of this digital tool showcases our passion for making the world a safer place.

All of these items can be especially important to developing nations looking to compete in the global marketplace. Access to UL’s globally relevant Standards helps overcome barriers in line with UL Standards’ adherence to the World Trade Organization’s Technical Barriers to Trade (WTO TBT) agreement principles.

Committed to a global perspective

**Digital View**’s online functionality makes the tool an efficient and economical way for anyone throughout the world to benefit from access to UL Standards, including researchers, nonprofits, non-governmental organizations, consumers and those in academics. Because it is complimentary and easily accessible, cost is not an impediment to viewing the Standards that impact their work.

In addition, increased awareness of UL Standards’ role and the critical need for safety standards across industries will foster greater cooperation and collaboration in the standards development process among new international partners.

Try Digital View for yourself at shopULstandards.com.
To learn more, visit UL.org or contact us via UL.org/contact.